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ABSTRACT
Large object-oriented software systems are usually structured using modules or packages to enable large-scale development using
clean interfaces that promote encapsulation and information hiding.
However, in most OO languages, package interfaces (or signatures)
are only implicitly defined.
In this paper, we propose explicit package signatures that allow
for modularly type-checking packages. We show how the signatures can be derived from packages and define a checkable specialization relation for package signatures. As main contribution, we
show that if the package signatures of a new component version
Cnew specialize the signatures of the old version Cold , then Cnew
type-checks in all contexts in which Cold type-checks. That is, we
extend checking of interface types to the level of packages.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Application programming interfaces (APIs) play a central role
in the maintenance and evolution of software. APIs are particularly
important for the development and use of library components, applications, and device interfaces. An API is a more or less explicit
contract between provided code and client code. Providers should
realize the functionality provided by the API and clients should
only access API parts of the provided code and not internal aspects
of the implementation.
APIs evolve over time. Sometimes evolution steps do not preserve compatibility with API clients (called breaking API changes
in [6]), but often libraries or components should be modified, extended, or refactored in such a way that client code is not affected.
Software developers can use informal guidelines (e.g., [5]) and special tools (e.g., [7]) to check compatibility aspects. To be able to
give precise guarantees, the checks need to be formally based on
the language definition.
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Our focus is on object-oriented APIs. In particular, we are interested in larger APIs consisting of several, often mutually recursive
types together with their methods. We assume that the types of an
API are contained in a package. For the technical developments
in this paper, we build on Java packages. However, our results are
transferable to other OO languages.
Interfaces and encapsulation are fundamental object-oriented concepts [17]. However, in most OO languages, package interfaces (or
signatures) are only implicitly defined. A package interface provides public types to create objects, access public fields, and call
methods on the objects (caller interface). Furthermore, a package
interface provides the possibility to extend the functionality of the
provided types via inheritance (implementor interface). Changes of
a package which are compatible with respect to the caller interface
can be incompatible for the implementor interface. For example,
narrowing the type of a method parameter breaks compatibility for
callers whereas widening a parameter type breaks compatibility for
the implementors (cf. [5]). To distinguish caller and implementor
interface, OO languages support different access modifiers (e.g.,
public and protected in Java).
A prerequisite for API compatibility is that all client code that
compiles against the old API version also compiles against the new
version. If two API versions satisfy this property, we say that the
new version is a (syntactic) specialization of the old version, i.e.,
we use a syntactic notion of specialization. Nevertheless, checking this property for packages is a non-trivial task with two central
challenges:
Complexity: The complexity of package interfaces is often underestimated. The reason is the intricate interplay of mechanisms to express and restrict subtyping aspects with the mechanisms to control encapsulation.
Modularity: Specialization should be checked in a modular way,
i.e., without knowing the client code. A checking technique
is needed that can abstract from the infinite number of possible client contexts.
Interfaces are well-understood on the object/type level (programming in the small). Type systems allow compilers to check that
type-related programming errors are avoided, e.g., co-/contra-variance typing and appropriate choice of access modifiers in overriding methods. However, as we will show, interface support on the
package level (programming in the large) still needs improvement
for OO languages. Future package constructs should enable compilers to check for package specialization in the same way as today’s compilers check for nominal or structural subtyping.

Example.
Let us consider the following implementation of a library called
util providing simple collection facilities:
package util;
public class ArrayList {...}
public class LinkedList {...}
In future versions of the library, we want to factor out the commonalities of the two list implementations by introducing a common package-local superclass List. We adapt the type hierarchy
accordingly:
package util;
class List {...}
public class ArrayList extends List {...}
public class LinkedList extends List {...}
If client code compiles against the old version of the library, can
we guarantee that it still compiles against the new version? The
challenge is to check specialization for packages for all possible
client contexts.

Component specialization.
To further clarify of our terminology, we have to say what precisely a component or API is and what we mean by “some code
compiles against some component”. For the latter aspect, one has
to make the distinction between observability [9, §7.3 and §7.4.3]
(sometimes also called visibility1 ) and accessibility of types [2].
Observability is a property of the host platform. At compile time,
observability of a type means that the compiler can locate the type
definition. For most Java compilers (e.g. javac), observability can
be influenced by setting the class- or source-path accordingly. Most
module systems (e.g., [18]) on the JVM manage observability via
class loaders (i.e., at runtime). In the context of this paper, we do
not consider observability and focus on accessibility, which is a
property based on the access modifiers of the language (e.g., private, protected, public). When we talk about a context compiling
against a component, we assume that all the concerned packages
and types are observable.
Our central notion concerning code is that of a codebase. A codebase is a sequence of packages where a package has a name and
consists of a sequence of nominal type declarations (cf. Sect. 2).
We assume that packages are sealed (cf. [10], Sect. 2), meaning that
once a package is defined no new class definitions can be added to
the package. Adding packages to a codebase or joining codebases
0
is denoted by juxtaposition, e.g., the codebase PD PD is composed
0
of codebase PD and codebase PD .
A codebase PD might contain usages of packages, classes, or
methods that are not defined in PD. That is, in general, a codebase
PD has an import and export interface where the export interface
contains the elements defined in PD. To gradually approach our
goals, we first concentrate on definition-complete codebases, i.e.,
codebases containing the definitions of all used names. In Section
4.2, we lift this restriction.
D EFINITION 1 (C OMPONENT ). We say that a codebase PD
is a component2 to mean that: (i) all names used in PD are defined in PD or are predefined (like class Object); and (ii) PD is
well typed according to the typing rules of the language. We write
PD OK to express that the codebase PD is a component.
1 Not

to be confused with the meaning of visibility in the setting of
declaration scopes for programming languages [9, §6.3.1].
2 Inspired by [12].

Now, we can define specialization as a relation on two components (in [12], this relation is called compatibility3 ).
D EFINITION 2 (C OMPONENT SPECIALIZATION ). We say that
00
0
00
the component PD specializes a component PD (written PD ≤
0
0
PD , for short) to mean that, for any codebase PD, PD PD OK
00
implies PD PD OK.
We call PD a (program) context. It is important to note that the
definition of specialization does not allow for automatic checking
0
00
that a component PD specializes a component PD , as it quanti4
fies over an infinite set of contexts. Specialization is a preorder
relation, that is, it is reflexive and transitive, but not antisymmetric.

Goals and Outline.
The central goal is an effective technique for checking that a
component specializes another one. After the introduction of our
core language (Sect. 2), we formally define interfaces for packages, so-called (package) signatures, and a checkable specialization relation on such signatures (Sect. 3). In Sect. 4, we show that
00
0
a component PD specializes a component PD if and only if the
00
00
0
0
corresponding signature PS of PD specializes PS of PD (and
this is checkable!). Then, we generalize this result to codebases,
i.e., give up our assumption concerning definition-completeness.
We conclude by discussing related and future work. The appendix
presents the details of the formalization and sketches the proofs of
the main results.

2.

A CALCULUS FOR JAVA PACKAGES

In this section we introduce the syntax and the typing of I MPER ATIVE F EATHERWEIGHT JAVA WITH PACKAGES (IFJP for short),
a minimal core calculus for Java packages which builds on an imperative variant of FJ [11]. In IFJP fields are private, methods
are non-private (that is, either public, or protected or with package
accessibility), and each class has an implicit constructor that (like
the implicit default constructor in Java) initializes all the fields to
null. Restricting to private fields, non-private methods, and default
constructors simplifies the formalization of Java packages without
dropping interesting features.

2.1

Syntax

The syntax IFJP is given in Fig. 1. We use similar notations as
FJ [11]. For instance: “ē” denotes the possibly empty sequence
“e1 , . . . , en ” and “P.C f;” stands for “P1 .C1 f 1 ; . . . Pn .Cn f n ;”. The
empty sequence is denoted by “•” and the length of a sequence e is
...
denoted by |e|. We write e to denote a sequence that either is empty
or consists of the single element e. Sequences of named elements
(package definitions, class definitions, field definitions, etc.) are
assumed to not contain elements with the same name. A codebase
is a sequence of package definitions.

2.1.1

Conventions on sequences of named elements

Given a sequence of named elements NE, we write names(NE)
to denote the names of the elements of NE. The subsequence of the
elements of NE with names n is denoted by choose(n, NE). Following [11], we use a set-based notation for operators over sequences
of named elements. For instance, MD = MQ I m (I x){return e; } ∈
MD means that the method definition MD occurs in MD. In the
3 We do not use this term, because many readers consider “compatibility” not suitable to name a relation that may be not symmetric.
4 An even harder problem is to check for behavioral specialization/compatiblility; cf. [22].

PD
CD
CQ
FD
MD
MH
MQ
e

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

package P; CD
package definitions
CQ class C extends P.C { FD; MD }
class definitions
public | •
class qualifiers
private P.C f
field definitions
MH { return e; }
method definitions
MQ P.C m (P.C x)
method headers
public | protected | •
method qualifiers
expressions
x | null | e.f | e.f = e | e.m(e) |
new P.C() | (P.C)e

Figure 1: IFJP Syntax where P, C, f, m and x denote package,
class, field, method and variable names, respectively; this is a
variable name

In the following, we assume that the codebases we consider always satisfy these sanity conditions. (The sanity conditions can be
formally expressed by exploiting the predicates c0 , ..., c6 given in
Appendix A.5.)

2.2

Standard Type-Checking

In this section, we introduce a type system for IFJP components which follows the Java type system. The typing judgement
for packages, PD ` PD (to be read “package PD is well typed
with respect to the codebase PD”), is such that PD must contain
all the packages transitively used by PD. (The typing rules for this
judgement, which are standard, are given in Appendix B.)
Thus, the meaning of the judgment PD OK (“PD is a component”), introduced in Def. 1, can be formalized by the rule:

union, intersection and difference of sequences, denoted by NE ∪
0
0
0
STD-COMPONENT
NE , NE ∩ NE and NE \ NE , respectively, it is assumed that if n ∈
PD = PD1 · · · PDn
∀i ∈ 1..n. PD\i ` PDi
0
0
names(NE) and n ∈ names(NE ), then choose(n, NE) = choose(n, NE ).
PD OK
In the disjoint union of sequences, denoted by their juxtaposition
0
Note that, although the package definition PDi does not occur in
NE NE , it is assumed that names(NE) ∩ names(NE) = 0.
/ Given
the left side of the typing judgement PD\i ` PDi , the associated
a sequence of n ≥ 1 named elements NE = NE1 · · · NEn we write
typing rules ensure that all the definitions from PDi are accessible
NE\i as short for NE \ NEi , where i ∈ 1..n.
while type-checking elements from PDi . Every IFJP component is
literally a well-typed Java program.
2.1.2 Sanity Conditions for Packages and Codebases
We write classes(PD) and pubClasses(PD) to denote the set of
(fully qualified) class identifiers for which there is a declaration
3. PACKAGE SIGNATURES
or a public declaration in the codebase PD, respectively. We write
Package signatures are a formal representation of the relevant
pubClasses> (PD) to denote pubClasses(PD)∪{lang.Object}. We
interface information of packages. In particular, they only contain
write <:PD to denote the immediate subclass relation given by the
information about public or protected program elements. Packageextends clauses of the classes declared in PD. We write MQ ≤
local methods and types are discarded. We introduce the syntax of
0
MQ to mean that method qualifier MQ is less restrictive than or
package signatures, show how they can be used for type checking
0
the same as method qualifier MQ , that is, ≤ is the transitive and
of components, and define a specialization relation for them.
reflexive closure of the linear order: public, protected, •.
Codebases PD have to satisfy the following sanity conditions:
3.1 Syntax of Signatures
1. If a class name P.C occurs within a class definition that is
inside a package declaration with name P, then this class C
must also be defined in this package declaration.

The syntax of package signatures is presented in Fig. 2. A codebase signature is a sequence of package signatures.

2. There are no cycles in the hierarchy defined by the subtyping
relation <:PD .

PS ::= package P; CS
package signatures
CS ::= public class C extends P.C { NS; } (non-local) class signatures
NS ::= NQ P.C m (P.C)
(non-local) method signatures
NQ ::= public | protected
(non-local) method qualifiers

3. In case of overriding, if a method with the same name is declared in a superclass, then this superclass method (i) must
have the same parameters and return types;5 and (ii) must
have a more restrictive or the same qualifier.

Figure 2: IFJP: Signatures

4. The header of public and protected methods (defined or inherited) in public classes must only contain public types.
The fourth condition guarantees that we can always create a class
in another package which extends a given public class (as we can
implement all the methods), which does not hold in Java. The C#
language specification [8] defines similar restrictions. Sect. 10.5.4
of [8], on accessibility constraints, presents conditions that among
others require parameter and return types to be at least as accessible as the method itself. These additional constraints lead to important properties; they ensure for example that public interfaces
can always be implemented, which is not the case in Java. The
constraints further ensure that at each call site the method parameter and return types are types which are accessible to the calling
context.
5 For simplicity, as in FJ [11], method overloading and covariant
subtyping of the return type in method overriding are not considered.

The signature psig(PD) of a package PD can be automatically
extracted from PD. Package signatures are sufficient for type checking of code that uses PD and can be used for automatic checking of specialization (see Sect. 4). This even works for codebases
with mutually dependent packages. Given a codebase PD = PD1 ·
· · PDn , we will write psig(PD) to denote the codebase signature
psig(PD1 ) · · · psig(PDn ). The signature extraction function psig is
defined in Fig. 3 and works on a per-package basis. It uses the auxiliary function csig to extract the signature from classes which in
turn uses the auxiliary functions pubSupClass and nonLocalMethods
such that:
• pubSupClassPD (P0 .C0 ), denotes the smallest public superclass of the class P0 .C0 , which can be found by exploiting the immediate subclass relation <:PD . Namely:
pubSupClassPD (P0 .C0 ) is P0 .C0 if either P0 6= names(PD)
or P0 .C0 ∈ pubClasses> (PD); and pubSupClassPD (P0 .C0 )
is pubSupClassPD (P00 .C00 ), where P0 .C0 <:PD P00 .C00 , otherwise.

• nonLocalMethodsPD (P.C), where P = names(PD), denotes
the signatures of the public or protected methods that the
class P.C either defines or inherits from its superclasses that
are both local to the package PD and strict subclasses of
pubSupClassPD (P.C).

We assume similar sanity conditions for codebase signatures than
for codebases. (The sanity codebase signature conditions can be
formally expressed by exploiting the predicates c0 , ..., c6 given in
Appendix A.5.)

(The formal definitions of the auxiliary functions pubSupClass and
nonLocalMethods are given in Appendices A.1 and A.4.)
As an example for signature extraction, consider the following
package definition PD:

As a first steps towards our main goal, we show that for typechecking a package PD it is sufficient to know the signatures of the
packages used by PD. We call this signature-based type-checking.
The corresponding typing judgement is PS ` PD , to be read “package PD is well typed with respect to the codebase signature PS”.
The typing rules for this judgement, which mimic the standard typing rules, are given in Appendix C.
We say that PD is a component according to signature-base typechecking if PD S IG OK can be derived by the following rule:

package p;
public class A {
public void m() { ... } }
class B extends p.A {
void n() { ... }
public void o() { ... }
}
public class C extends p.B {
public void m() { ... }
}
public class D extends q.E {
protected void p() { ... }
}

3.2

Signature-Based Type-Checking

SIG-COMPONENT

PD = PD1 · · · PDn

∀i ∈ 1..n. PS\i ` PDi

psig(PD) = PS
PD S IG OK

The following theorem states that signature-based type-checking
is equivalent to standard type-checking (cf. Sect. 2.2).
T HEOREM 1 (C ORRECTNESS AND COMPLETENESS OF S IG OK).
PD OK if and only if PD S IG OK.

Extraction yields the following package signature psig(PD):
package p;
public class A {
public void m();
}
public class C extends p.A {
public void o();
}
public class D extends q.E {
protected void p();
}
The package-local class B does not appear in the signature. Using pubSupClass, the superclass of C becomes A in the signature.
The superclass of D remains E as it is from another package (and
must thus be a public class). The method m does not appear in C, as
this information is already in the signature of A (see nonLocalMethods).
P0 .C0 = pubSupClassPD (P0 .C0 )
NS = nonLocalMethodsPD (P.C)
P = names(PD)
...
public class C extends P0 .C0 { NS } if CQ = public
CS =
•
otherwise
...
0 0
csigPD (CQ class C extends P .C { FD; MD }) = CS
PD = package
P; CD1 · · · CDn ...
...
csigPD (CD1 ) = CS1 · · · csigPD (CDn ) = CSn
...
...
psig(PD) = package P; CS1 · · · CSn

Figure 3: IFJP: Signature extraction functions csig and psig
Similarly as for codebases, we write pubClasses(PS) to denote
the set of (fully qualified) class identifiers for which there is a declaration in the codebase signature PS. We write pubClasses> (PS)
to denote pubClasses(PS) ∪ {lang.Object}. We write <:PS to denote the immediate subclass relation given by the extends clauses
of the classes declared in PS.

We now introduce a conservative extension of the signature-based
type system for IFJP components by replacing the typing judgement for components, PD S IG OK, with a typing judgement for
codebases, PS ` PD S IG OK (“codebase PD is well-typed modulo
codebase signature PS”). This allows us to modularly type-check
codebases w.r.t. to the signature of other codebases.
The meaning of the typing judgment for codebases is formalized
by the following rule:
SIG-CODEBASE

PD = PD1 · · · PDn

psig(PD) = PS

0

∀i ∈ 1..n. PS\i PS ` PDi

0

PS ` PD S IG OK

The following theorem states that signature-based typing for codebases is a conservative extension of signature-based typing for components. The proof is straightforward, by inspection of rules SIGCODEBASE and SIG-COMPONENT.
T HEOREM 2 (C ONSERVATIVE EXTENSION OF S IG OK).
• ` PD S IG OK if and only if PD S IG OK.
After Theorem 2, we can safely write PD S IG OK as short of
• ` PD S IG OK.
The following proposition states that signature-based type-checking
is indeed modular. Namely, if all the packages of a codebase PD
0
type-check modulo a codebase signature PS , then for every com0
0
0
ponent PD that has the signature PS it is guaranteed that PD PD
is a component.
0

P ROPOSITION 1 (M ODULARITY ). Let PS ` PD S IG OK.
0
0
0
0
If PD S IG OK and psig(PD ) = PS , then PD PD S IG OK.

3.3

Signature Specialization

The following definition introduces a computable relation between codebase signatures. It provides an effective means to check
component specialization.

D EFINITION 3 (S IGNATURE SPECIALIZATION ). We say that
0
the codebase signature PS specializes the codebase signature PS
0
to mean that the judgement PS ≤ PS can be derived by the rules
in Fig. 4. The auxiliary function methods, used in the premise of
rule SPC-CLASS-SIG, is defined in Fig. 8 of Appendix A.

4.1

As an example for the signature specialization, let us consider
two package signatures such that the second one specializes the
first one:

T HEOREM 3 (C OMPONENT SPECIALIZATION CHECKING ). Let
0
00
0
0
00
PD S IG OK, PD S IG OK, psig(PD ) = PS and psig(PD ) =
00
00
0
00
0
PS . Then: PS ≤ PS implies PD ≤ PD .

// second package signature
package p;
public class C { public void m(); }
public class E extends p.C {}
public class D extends p.E {}
public class F extends p.C { public void n(); }
We can see that classes (i.e., E and F) can be added as long as
the subtype hierarchy of the existing types is not touched.
SPC-CLASS-SIG

methodsPS (P.C) = methodsPS0 (P.C)
public class C · ·· ≤P

0

(PS,PS )

public class C · ··

SPC-PACKAGE-SIG

∀ i ∈ 1..n. CSi ≤P

0

(PS,PS )

CS0i

package P; CS1 · · · CSn CS ≤(PS,PS0 ) package P; CS01 · · · CS0n
SPC-CODEBASE-SIG

≤:PS0 ⊆ ≤:PS

The following theorem states reduces checking of component
specialization (cf. Def. 2), which is not effectively computable, to
signature specialization. The latter is effectively checkable using
the rules in Fig. 4.

4.2

// first package signature
package p;
public class C { public void m(); }
public class D extends p.C {}

0

PS = PS1 · · · PSn
PS = PS01 · · · PS0n
∀ i ∈ 1..n. PSi ≤(PS,PS0 ) PS0i
0

Checking Component Specialization

Checking Codebase Specialization

In this section we generalize the component specialization relation (Def. 2) and the component specialization checking result
(Theorem 3) to codebases.
For example, we may want to evolve a codebase that uses library code, e.g. ArrayList from the java.util package. We may thus
rely on the codebase signature PS that exactly contains the package java.util with the ArrayList class. Codebase specialization then
means that if we link our codebase to an implementation that has a
signature that syntactically specializes PS (i.e., an implementation
of the java.util package, which may contain many more classes
than ArrayList), then every codebase that type-checks with our old
codebase and the library also checks with our new codebase and
the library.
D EFINITION 4 (C ODEBASE SPECIALIZATION ). We say that
00
0
the codebase PD specializes the codebase PD modulo the code00
0
base signature PS (written PD ≤PS PD , for short) to mean that:
0
for every codebase PD such that psig(PD) ≤ PS, PD PD OK
00
00
0
and PD PD OK , it holds that PD PD ≤ PD PD .
Note that component specialization (Def. 2) is codebase specialization modulo the empty codebase signature.
The following theorem states that signature-based type-checking
provides a(n effective) mean to check codebase specialization modulo a codebase signature (cf. Def. 4).

PS ≤ PS

Figure 4: IFJP: Rules for signature specialization
The following proposition states a key property of the codebase signature specialization relation, namely that typeability is
preserved if the context is specialized.

T HEOREM 4 (C ODEBASE SPECIALIZATION CHECKING ). Let
0
00
0
0
PS ` PD S IG OK , PS ` PD S IG OK , psig(PD ) = PS and
00
00
00
0
00
0
psig(PD ) = PS . Then: PS ≤ PS implies PD ≤PS PD .

4.3

Discussion

P ROPOSITION 2 (P REMISE SPECIALIZATION ).
0
00
0
00
Let PS ` PD S IG OK. If PS ≤ PS and there exists PD such
00
00
00
00
that PD S IG OK and psig(PD ) = PS , then PS ` PD S IG OK.

The notion of specialization investigated above is canonical in
that it is based on all possible contexts. For practical purposes,
however, less restrictive definitions can be helpful. For example,
according to the notion of component specialization (Def. 2) a specialized component may not introduce new packages. The following definition shows how this condition can be relaxed by restricting the set of possible contexts.

Note that premise specialization enhances the modularity of signaturebased type-checking by making it possible to replace the require0
0
ment psig(PD ) = PS (in the statement of Proposition 1) with the
0
0
more liberal requirement psig(PD ) ≤ PS .

D EFINITION 5 (C OMP. SPEC . UP TO FRESHNESS ). We say that
0
00
the component PD specializes a component PD up to freshness
0 P
00
of the package names P (written PD ≤ PD , for short) to mean
that,
00

4.

CHECKING SPECIALIZATION

This section presents the main results of the paper. Theorem 3
0
00
0
states that component PD specializes PD if psig(PD ) specializes
00
psig(PD ). Theorem 4 generalizes the result to codebases, i.e.,
to sequences of packages PD that might import definitions from
outside PD.

0

00

1. names(PD ) ∩ P = • and names(PD ) \ names(PD ) ⊆ P,
and
2. for any codebase PD not containing any the names in P,
00
0
PD PD OK implies PD PD OK.
Note that Def. 2 is a special version of Def. 5 with P = 0.
/ Similarly, we can define a generalized notion of signature specialization:

D EFINITION 6 (S IGN . SPEC . UP TO FRESHNESS ). We say that
0
00
the codebase signature PS specializes the codebase signature PS
up to freshness of the package names P to mean that the judgement
0
PS ≤P PS can be derived by the rule in Fig. 5. The relation ≤,
used in the premise of rule SPC-CODEBASE-SIG-UP-TO, is the signature specialization relation introduced in Def. 3.

SPC-CODEBASE-SIG-UP-TO

0

names(PS ) ∩ P = •

00

names(PS ) ⊆ P
00

0

PS ≤ PS

0

PS PS ≤P PS

Figure 5: IFJP: Rule for sign. specialization up to freshness
The notion of component specialization up to freshness can be
generalized to codebases.
Other enhancements of the specialization relations are possible,
and may be especially needed if the source language is more complex. For example, it might be desirable to have specialization relations that allow for adding new public methods to existing classes.

5.

not compatible with the approach. We also plan to develop a prototype tool. We plan to analyze case studies to understand whether
the use of these features can be avoided or limited or whether they
could be replaced by other features that are compatible with signaturebased type-checking. Our goal is to verify whether signature-based
type-checking could be considered a feasible property for real languages and could be considered as a design principle that should
be taken into account when adding new features to an existing language or designing a new programming language.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented an effective technique for checking that a component specializes another one. Then, we generalized this result
to codebases, i.e., gave up our assumption concerning definitioncompleteness. Finally, we outlined more flexible notions of specialization. In the last section, we discuss related and future work.

Related work.
Many module systems [21, 13, 1, 15, 4, 23] have been proposed
for Java. Our discussion here focusses on the (currently) most popular ones. The OSGi Alliance provides a module system [18] for
Java which focuses on the run-time module environment. However, as the module system is not tightly integrated with the Java
language, the compile-time module environment may differ from
the run-time module environment. Project Jigsaw [19] aims at providing a simple, low-level module system to modularize the JDK.
However, it is not an official part of the Java SE 7 Platform.
Most of the aforementioned module systems focus more on observability issues than on accessibility (as explained at the end of
Sect. 1). The Java Specification Request (JSR) 294 [14] defines
a standard for module accessibility but does not fix the module
boundaries. This allows module systems (e.g., like [18]) to fix module boundaries on top of it.
The existing module systems do not really solve the question,
what the API of a module is. Very often, this is defined as the
aggregation of the API of a set of packages or types. However, it
remains unclear what the actual API of a package or type is. With
the presented notion of signature-based type-checking we aim to
initiate further research on alternative definitions of modules and
their interplay with specialization.
Some authors have studied Java accessibility modifiers. Müller
and Poetzsch-Heffter [16] identify the changes that access modifiers in a program can have on the program semantics. Schirmer
[20] gives a formalization of the access modifiers and shows interesting runtime properties with respect to access integrity.

Future work.
In future work we would like to extend signature-based typechecking to larger subsets of Java and to identify features that are

6.
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APPENDIX
A. AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS
A.1

Auxiliary Function pubSupClass
The formal definition of the auxiliary function pubSupClass introduced in Sect. 3 is given in Fig. 6.
P.C ∈ pubClasses> (PD)
pubSupClassPD (P.C) = P.C

P 6= names(PD)
pubSupClassPD (P.C) = P.C

P.C 6∈ pubClasses> (PD)
P = names(PD)
P.C <:PD P0 .C0
pubSupClassPD (P0 .C0 ) = P00 .C00
pubSupClassPD (P.C) = P00 .C00

A.2

...
MS = if MQ = • then • else MS
...
filterlocal(MS) = MS

MS = MQ P.C m (P.C)

0

0

(MQ P.C m (P.C) ∈ MS ∧ MQ0 P0 .C0 m (P.C ) ∈ MS )
0
→
(MQ ≤ MQ0 ∧ P.C = P0 .C0 ∧ P.C = P.C )
0
m = names(MS) ∩ names(MS )
0

0

override(MS, MS ) = MS ∪ discard(m, MS )

Figure 7:
override

IFJP: Auxiliary functions msig, filterlocal and

for choose(C, CD) and choose(C, CS), respectively. Given a qualified class name P.C and a sequence of package declarations α, we
write choose(P.C, α) as short for choose(C, choose(P, α)).
We write typeOccurrences(α) to denote the set of (fully qualified) class identifiers occurring in α.
The notations for package definitions classes(PD),
classes> (PD) and pubClasses(PD), pubClasses> (PD) and <:PD ,
introduced in Sect. 2.1.2 can be straightforwardly generalized to
sequences of package declarations α. Namely:

Figure 6: IFJP: Auxiliary function pubSupClass

• classes(α), pubClasses(α) denote the set of (fully qualified)
class identifiers for which there is a declaration or a public
declaration in α, respectively.

Method Signatures and Auxiliary Functions msig, filterlocal and override

• classes> (α) denotes classes(α) ∪ {lang.Object} and
pubClasses> (α) denotes pubClasses(α) ∪ {lang.Object}.

Method signatures, ranged over by MS, are obtained from nonlocal method signatures (see Fig. 2) by replacing non-local method
qualifiers by method qualifiers, that is, by considering also the empty
qualifier “•” (corresponding to package visibility).
Recall the relation MQ ≤ MQ0 (method qualifier MQ is less
or equally restrictive than method qualifier MQ0 ), introduced in
Sect. 2.1.2.
The following auxiliary functions provide basic operations for
extracting and manipulating method signatures.
• msig(MD) returns the signature of the method definition MD.
• filterlocal(MS) returns the sequence of method signatures obtained from the sequence of method signatures MS by removing the local methods.
0

• override(MS, MS ) takes two sequences of method signatures
0
MS and MS and returns the sequence of method signatures
obtained by overriding, for all the methods m ∈ names(MS)∩
0
0
names(MS ), the signature of m in MS with the signature of
0
m in MS. The operation override(MS, MS ) is not defined if
the overriding violates the Java rules.
These functions are formally defined in Fig. 7.

A.3

MD = MQ P0 .C0 m (P.C x) { return e; }
MS = MQ P0 .C0 m (P.C)
msig(MD) = MS

Package Declarations and Auxiliary Functions dmethods and methods

A package declaration is either a package definition (cf. Sect. 2.1)
or a package signature (cf. Sect. 3). Given a class C, a package
definition PD = package P; CD and a package signature PS =
package P; CS, we write choose(C, PD) and choose(C, PS) as short

• <:α denotes the direct nominal subtype relation given by the
extends clauses of the class declarations in α.
The auxiliary functions dmethods and methods are used by standard typing, signature extraction (through the auxiliary function
nonLocalMethods), and signature-based typing. The presentation
of these functions exploits a parameter α, which stands for a sequence of package declarations. In particular, the standard typing rules use these functions by instantiating α with sequences of
package definition PD, the signature extraction function uses these
functions by instantiating α with single package definitions PD,
and the signature-based typing rules α use these functions by instantiating α with sequences containing both package definitions
and package signatures.
• dmethodsα (P.C), denotes the sequence of signatures of the
methods that class P.C defines in α.
• methodsα (P.C), denotes the sequence of signatures of the
methods that class P.C either defines or inherits from its superclasses that are declared in α.
These functions are formally defined in Fig. 8, using the auxiliary functions msig, filterlocal and override introduced in Appendix A.2.

A.4

Auxiliary Function nonLocalMethods
The formal definition of the auxiliary function nonLocalMethods
introduced in Sect. 3 is given in Fig. 9. It uses the auxiliary functions filterlocal and methods, introduced in Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.3, respectively.

Fig. 13, where π denotes a sequence of package definitions PD.
The rules uses use the auxiliary function methods (introduced in
Appendix A.3), the auxiliary function fields (formally defined in
Fig. 11) such that

choose(P.C, α) = CQ class C extends P0 .C0 { FD; MD }
MS = msig(MD)
dmethodsα (P.C) = MS

• fieldsPD (P.C) returns the fields defined in the definition of the
class P.C in package PD,

choose(P.C, α) = public class C extends P0 .C0 { NS; }
dmethodsα (P.C) = NS

and the auxiliary predicate accessible and function methodDeclSite
(formally defined in Fig. 12) such that

P∈
/ names(α)
methodsα (P.C) = •
0

dmethodsα (P.C) = MS
P.C ≤:α P0 .C0
methodsα (P0 .C0 ) = MS
00
0
0
0
MS = if P = P then MS else filterlocal(MS )
00

methodsα (P.C) = override(MS, MS )

Figure 8: IFJP: Auxiliary functions dmethods and methods
NS = filterlocal(methodsPD (P.C))
P.C <:PD P0 .C0
pubSupClassPD (P0 .C0 ) = P0 .C0
0
NS = filterlocal(methodsPD (P0 .C0 ))
0

nonLocalMethodsPD (P.C) = NS \ NS

• accessibleα (P00 .C00 , P0 .C0 , P.C, MQ) checks whether a member defined in class P00 .C00 with access modifier MQ is accessible through a reference of type P0 .C0 from the type P.C
([9], §6.6.1).
Access to a package member is only possible from within
the same package. Accessibility of protected members is discussed more thoroughly in [3, 20]. In the wording of the JLS
(§6.6.2), "a protected member ... of an object may be accessed from outside the package in which it is declared only
by code that is responsible for the implementation of that object". Consequently, in our formalization, we require the type
P.C to be involved in the implementation of P0 .C0 .
• methodDeclSiteα (P.C.m) returns the fully qualified name of
the class containing the declaration of the method m that is
accessed when method m is invoked on an expression of type
P.C.

Figure 9: IFJP: Auxiliary function nonLocalMethods

C.
A.5

Null Type, Subtyping Relations and Sanity Checks

In order to type the null expression, we add the null type ⊥ and
write P.C⊥ for the fully qualified types including the null type, i.e.,
P.C⊥ ::= P.C | ⊥.
Given a sequence of package declarations α, we write :α as
the transitive and ≤:α as the reflexive, transitive closure of <:α .
We add ⊥ ≤:α P.C and P.C ≤:α lang.Object to the relation ≤:α
for all P.C ∈ classes> (α)}.
Fig. 10 gives auxiliary predicates that formalize sanity checks
that are used both by standard typing and signature-based typing.
The presentation of these predicates exploits a parameter α, which
stands for a sequence of package declarations, and uses the auxiliary functions dmethods and methods introduced in Appendix A.3.
In particular:

SIGNATURE-BASED TYPE-CHECKING

The IFJP signature-based type-checking rules for package definitions, class definitions, method definitions, and expressions are
the same as the standard type-checking rules introduced in Appendix B provided that π denotes a sequence of package signatures
PS.
choose(P.C, PD) = CQ class C extends P0 .C0 { FD; MD }
fieldsPD (P.C) = FD

Figure 11: IFJP: Auxiliary function fields

D.

PROOFS (SKETCHES)

• When α is a codebase, the checks c0 , ..., c6 formalize the
codebase sanity conditions 1, ..., 4 introduced in Sect. 2.1.2.

D.1

• When α is a codebase signature, the checks c0 , ..., c6 formalize the package signature sanity conditions mentioned in
Sect. 3.2.

L EMMA 1 (L OCAL CHECKS ). Let PD = PD1 · · · PDn . For all
j ∈ 0, ..., 2: c j (PD) iff (∀i ∈ 0, ..., n : c j (PDi )). Similar for PS.

• The check c7 (α) expresses the fact that the sequence of package declarations α is declaration complete, that is, it contains
a declaration for each (fully qualified) class name P.C (except
for lang.Object) occurring in α.
The standard typing rules use the predicates c0 , . . . , c7 in such a
way that α is instantiated with a sequence of package definitions,
and the signature-based typing rules use the predicates c0 , . . . , c7 in
such a way that α is instantiated with a sequence containing one
package definitions and some (possibly none) package signatures.

B.

STANDARD TYPE-CHECKING

The IFJP standard type-checking rules for package definitions,
class definitions, method definitions, and expressions are given in

Proof of Theorem 1

P ROOF. Follows directly from the definitions.
We use | to restrict both the domain and range of binary relations.
L EMMA 2 (P ROPERTIES OF psig). Let PD = PD1 · · · PDn . If
psig(PD) = PS, then
(1) names(PS) = names(PD),
(2) classes(PS) = pubClasses(PD),
(3) typeOccurrences(PS) ⊆ typeOccurrences(PD),
(4)

:PS = :PD |pubClasses(PD) ,

(5) ∀P.C ∈ classes(PS) :
methodsPS (P.C) = filterlocal(methodsPD (P.C)),

c0 (α)
c1 (α)
c2 (α)
c3 (α)
c4 (α)
c5 (α)
c6 (α)
c7 (α)

≡ lang ∈
/ names(α)
≡ P ∈ names(α) → pubClasses(choose(P, α)) 6= {}
≡ P.C ∈ typeOccurrences(choose(P, α)) → P.C ∈ classes(choose(P, α))
≡ :α is acyclic


(P.C :α P0 .C0 ∧ MQ P0 .C0 m (P.C) ∈ dmethodsα (P.C)
0
≡  ∧ MQ0 P00 .C00 m (P.C ) ∈ dmethodsα (P0 .C0 ) ∧ (MQ0 = • → P = P0 )) 
0
→ P0 .C0 = P00 .C00 ∧ P.C = P.C ∧ MQ ≤ MQ0
≡ MQ P0 .C0 m (P.C) ∈ methodsα (P.C) ∧ P.C ∈ pubClasses(α) ∧ MQ 6= • → P0 .C0 P.C ⊆ pubClasses> (α)
≡ P.C ∈ typeOccurrences(choose(P0 , α)) ∧ P 6= P0 ∧ P ∈ names(α) → P.C ∈ pubClasses(choose(P, α))
≡ P.C ∈ typeOccurrences(α) ∧ P.C 6= lang.Object → P ∈ names(α)

Figure 10: IFJP: Checks over sequences α of package declarations

T-PACKAGE

∀i ∈ 0, ..., 7 : ci (π PD)

PD = package P; CD1 · · · CDn
π ` PD

PD

∀ j ∈ 1...n : π ` P CD j

T-C LASS
PD

π `P.C MDi
π ` P CQ class C extends P0 .C0 { FD; MD }
PD

T-M ETH

MD = MQ P0 .C0 m (P.C x) { return e; }

π, this : P.C x : P.C ` e : P00 .C00⊥
PD
P.C

π`

P00 .C00⊥ ≤:π PD P0 .C0

T-VAR
PD

π, Γ `P.C x : Γ(x)

MD

T-F IELD

P0 .C0 f ∈ fieldsPD (P.C)

PD

π, Γ `P.C e : P.C

PD
P.C

π, Γ `

e.f : P0 .C0

T-I NVK

π, Γ `P.C e : P0 .C0
MQ P0 .C0 m (P01 .C01 , . . . , P0n .C0n ) ∈ methodsπ PD (P0 .C0 )
methodDeclSiteπ PD (P0 .C0 .m) = P00 .C00
PD
00 00
accessibleπ PD (P .C , P0 .C0 , P.C, MQ)
∀i ∈ 1...n : π, Γ `P.C ei : Pi .Ci⊥
Pi .Ci⊥ ≤:π PD P0i .C0i
PD

π, Γ `P.C e.m(e) : P0 .C0
PD

T-UC AST

π, Γ `P.C e : P0 .C0⊥
PD

T-N EW

π, Γ `P.C new P0 .C0 : P0 .C0
PD

P0 .C0⊥ ≤:π PD P0 .C0

PD

π, Γ `P.C (P0 .C0 )e : P0 .C0

T-DC AST

π, Γ `P.C e : P0 .C0⊥

P0 .C0 6= P0 .C0⊥

P0 .C0 ≤:π PD P0 .C0⊥

PD

T-N ULL
PD

PD

π, Γ `P.C null : ⊥

π, Γ `P.C (P0 .C0 )e : P0 .C0
T-A SSIGN
PD

π, Γ `P.C e0 .f : P0 .C0

π, Γ `P.C e1 : P0 .C0⊥
PD

PD
P.C

π, Γ `

P0 .C0⊥ ≤:π PD P0 .C0

e0 .f = e1 : P0 .C0

Figure 13: IFJP: Typing rules for package definitions, class definitions, method definitions, and expressions

( MQ = • ) → ( P00 = P )
( MQ = protected ) → ( P00 = P ∨ P0 .C0 ≤:α P.C ≤:α P00 .C00 )
accessibleα (P00 .C00 , P0 .C0 , P.C, MQ)

0

(4) P.C ∈ classes(PS\ j PD0j ) → methodDeclSitePS0

\j

= methodDeclSitePS0

\j

m∈
/ names(MS)
dmethodsα (P.C) = MS
P.C ≤:α P0 .C0
methodDeclSiteα (P0 .C0 .m) = P00 .C00
methodDeclSiteα (P.C.m) = P00 .C00

0

0

S

0

0

PS\ j ` PD0j .
0

Then PS\ j PS ` PD0j follows by structural induction on derivations, by using Lemma 4.

typeOccurrences(PS\i PDi )

i=1..n

0

P ROOF. We have PS ` PD S IG OK, and PD S IG OK, where
0
0
0
0
psig(PD ) = PS , PS = PS01 · · · PS0m and PD = PD01 · · · PD0m .
Because of rule SIG-COMPONENT we have (for all j ∈ 1...m)

(6) If methodDeclSitePS (P.C.m) = P0 .C0
and methodDeclSitePD (P.C.m) = P00 .C00 ,
then P0 = P00 and P0 .C0 ≤:PD P00 .C00 , and

=

0

L EMMA 5. If PS ` PD S IG OK, and PD S IG OK, where psig(PD ) =
0
0
0
PS , PD = PD01 · · · PD0m , PS = PS01 · · · PS0m , and psig(PD) =
0
PS . Then (for all j ∈ 1...m) PS\ j PS ` PD0j .

Figure 12:
IFJP: Auxiliary functions accessible and
methodDeclSite

i=1..n

0

P ROOF. Since PD S IG OK holds, we have that PD is defini0
tion complete, PS is definition complete, and (for all j ∈ 1...m)
0
PS\ j PD0j is definition complete. Therefore (1), (2), (3), (4) follows directly from the definition of classes(α), :α , methodsα ,
accessibleα and methodDeclSiteα .

m ∈ names(MS)
dmethodsα (P.C) = MS
methodDeclSiteα (P.C.m) = P.C

S

(P.C.m)

(P.C.m).

PS PD0j

0

(7)

PD0j

typeOccurrences(PD\i PDi ).

P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1 (M ODULARITY ). We have

P ROOF. (1) - (4) and (7) follow directly by the definition of psig.
(5) and (6) follows from the definition of nonLocalMethods.

0

(1) PS ` PD S IG OK, and
0

0

0

(2) PD S IG OK, where psig(PD ) = PS .
L EMMA 3 (S IGNATURE EXTRACTION PRESERVES SANITY ).
If ci (PD) for all i ∈ 0, ..., 7 and psig(PD) = PS, then ci (PS) for all
i ∈ 0, ..., 7.

0

P ROOF. Follows directly from the properties of Lemma 2.

0

(3) (for all i ∈ 1...n) PS PS\i ` PDi by rule SIG-CODEBASE applied to (1),

P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1. Let us assume that PD = PD1 · · · PDn .
We know that ci (PD) and ci (PS) for all i ∈ 0, ..., 6 as we only consider well-formed codebases and codebase signatures. We need to
prove that ∀i ∈ 1..n. PD\i ` PDi iff ∀i ∈ 1..n. PS\i ` PDi .
We prove the following from which the claim follows:
(1) ∀i ∈ 1..n.∀ j ∈ 0, 1, 2 :

0

Let PD = PD01 · · · PD0m , PS = PS01 · · · PS0m , PD = PD1 · · · PDn ,
and psig(PD) = PS = PS1 · · · PSn .
We then have

0

(4) (for all j ∈ 1...m) PS\ j ` PD0j by rule SIG-COMPONENT applied to (2), and
0

(5) (for all j ∈ 1...m) PS\ j PS ` PD0j by Lemma 5 applied to
(4).

c j (PS\i PDi ) iff c j (PD\i PDi ).

0

From (3), (5) and rule SIG-COMPONENT, we get PD PD S IG OK.

(2) ∀i ∈ 1...n : ∀ j ∈ 3, ..., 7 c j (PS\i PDi ) iff ∀i ∈ 1...n : ∀ j ∈
3, ..., 7 c j (PD\i PDi ), and

D.3

Proof of Proposition 2

(3) ∀i ∈ 1...n : PS\i ` PDi iff PD\i ` PDi .

0

0

0

00

(1) classes(PS ) ⊆ classes(PS )
(2)

:PS0 PD = :PS00 PD |classes(PS0 PD)
0

iff PD\i , Γ `P.C e : P0 .C0⊥ which goes by induction on the typing
derivations. The difficult case is T-INVK: Correct subtyping of actual parameters to formal parameters follows from Lemma 2.5. Accessibility follows from Lemma 2.6.
PD

D.2

00

L EMMA 6. If PS ` PD and PS ≤ PS , then

(1) follows by Lemma 1. Proof of (2): c3 follows by Lemma 2.4,
c4 follows by Def. of nonLocalMethods, c5 follows by Lemma 2.2
and Lemma 2.5, and c7 follows by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.7
PD
Part (3) mainly amounts to proving that PS\i , Γ `P.C e : P0 .C0⊥

(3) P.C ∈ classes(PS PD) → methodsPS0 PD (P.C)
= methodsPS00 PD (P.C),
(4) accessiblePS0 PD = accessiblePS00 PD |classes(PS0 PD) .
P ROOF. (1) - (3) follow directly from the definition of ≤. (4)
follows from (1) and (2).

Proof of Proposition 1
0

0

0

0
L EMMA 4. If PS ` PD S IG OK, and PD S IG OK, where psig(PD ) =
L EMMA 7 (P REMISE SPECIALIZATION ). Let PS ` PD . If
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
00
00
PS , PD = PD1 · · · PDm , PS = PS1 · · · PSm , and psig(PD) =
PS ≤ PS and (for all j ∈ 0..7) c j (PS PD), then PS ` PD .
PS . Then (for all j ∈ 1...m)
0
P ROOF. We have PS ` PD with
0
(1) : 0
: 0
0 =
0|
0
PS\ j PD j

PS\ j PS PD j classes(PS\ j PD j )

00

0

(2) P.C ∈ classes(PS\ j PD0j ) → methodsPS0

0
\ j PD j

= methodsPS0

\j

(3) accessiblePS0

PS

0
\ j PD j

PD0j

00

(2) (for all j ∈ 0..7) c j (PS PD).

(P.C),

00

= accessiblePS0

\j

PS PD j

0

(1) PS ≤ PS , and

(P.C)

|classes(PS0

0
\ j PD j )

,

Then PS ` PD follows by structural induction on derivations, by
using (2) and Lemma 6.

P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 2 (P REMISE SPECIALIZATION ). We have
0
00
0
00
PS ` PD S IG OK and PS ≤ PS and there exists PD such that
00
00
00
PD S IG OK and psig(PD ) = PS . Assume that psig(PD) = PS.
00
00
00
Since PD S IG OK holds, we have that both PD and PS are
definition complete. We then have ∀i ∈ 1..n.
0

(1) PS\i PS ` PDi by rule SIG-CODEBASE,
0

(2) ∀ j ∈ 0..7. c j (PS\i PS PDi ) from (1),
00

0

00

0

(3) PS\i PS ≤ PS\i PS by assumption that PS ≤ PS ,
00

(4) ∀ j ∈ 0..7. c j (PS\i PS PDi ) from (2) and assumptions that
00

0

00

00

00

PS ≤ PS , PD S IG OK and psig(PD ) = PS , and
00

(5) PS\i PS ` PDi by Lemma 7 from (1), (3) and (4).
00

Finally, by rule SIG-CODEBASE applied to (5), we get again PS `
PD S IG OK.

D.4

Proof of Theorem 3

P ROOF OF T HEOREM 3 (C OMPONENT SPECIALIZATION CHECKING ).
Assume
0

0

0

(1) PD S IG OK, where psig(PD ) = PS ,
00

00

00

(2) PD S IG OK, where psig(PD ) = PS ,
00

0

(3) PS ≤ PS , and
0

(4) PDPD S IG OK, where psig(PD) = PS .
By (4) and rule SIG-COMPONENT of Sect. 3.2 we have
0

(5) PS ` PD S IG OK, and
0

(6) PS ` PD S IG OK.
From (2), (3) and (5), by Proposition 2, we have
00

(7) PS ` PD S IG OK.
00

From (2) and (7), by Proposition 1, we get PDPD S IG OK. That
00
is, by Theorem 1, PDPD OK.

D.5

Proof of Theorem 4

P ROOF OF T HEOREM 4 (C ODEBASE SPECIALIZATION CHECKING ).
0
Consider any codebase PD such that psig(PD) ≤ PS , PD PD OK
00
0
and PD PD OK . By Theorem 1 we have PD PD S IG OK and
00
000
PD PD S IG OK . Let psig(PD) = PS . We have:
0

000

0

00

000

00

(1) psig(PD PD ) = PS PS ,
(2) psig(PD PD ) = PS PS ,
000

00

000

0

(3) PS PS ≤ PS PS .
00

0

00

By Theorem 3 we have PD PD ≤ PD PD . Therefore PD ≤PS
0
PD .

